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ABSTRACT
We present a unified framework for exact point-of-interest
(POI) queries in dynamic road networks. We show how to
extend partition-based shortest-path algorithms to answer
queries such as finding the closest restaurant or the best post
office to stop on the way home, ranking POIs according to
a user-defined cost function. We provide various trade-offs
between indexing effort and query time. Our most flexible
variant allows the road network to change frequently (to
account for traffic or personalized cost functions) and the set
of POIs to be specified at query time, and is still fast enough
for interactive applications on continental networks.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
G.2.1 [Discrete Mathematics]: Combinatorics—Combi-
natorial algorithms

General Terms
Algorithms, Experimentation

Keywords
location services, points-of-interest, large road networks

1. INTRODUCTION
Modern spatial systems support a wide range of location

services that deal with points-of-interest (POIs) with certain
properties (such as open times, category, or personal pref-
erences). Examples are “find the closest restaurant to me”
or “find the best post office on my way home”. In general,
we must rank POIs based on travel times to or from given
locations. Since applying Dijkstra’s algorithm [16] takes too
long, map services need more sophisticated solutions.

One approach is to augment hierarchical speedup tech-
niques for point-to-point queries, such as contraction hierar-
chies [11] or hub labels [2]. They run an offline preprocessing
phase to compute some auxiliary data, which is then used
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during an online phase to compute exact shortest paths.
POI queries [1, 6, 10] use the fact that all shortest paths from
a source (including those to POIs) go through a small set
of “important” nodes (or hubs). An indexing step associates
POI information with these hubs, leading to fast queries.
Unfortunately, hierarchical methods have high preprocess-
ing effort and space requirements, and are too sensitive to
small changes to the cost function [5, 9].

We propose a unified framework for dealing with POI-
related queries based on multilevel overlays [12, 13, 14]. Al-
though this classical speedup technique has often been dis-
missed as uncompetitive [7], the recent customizable route
planning (CRP) [5, 9] variant not only is fast enough for map
services (such as Bing Maps), but also has other advantages,
such as flexibility, space usage, predictable performance, re-
alistic modeling, and robustness. The main idea of CRP is
to move the metric-dependent portion of the preprocessing
to a customization phase; it runs in seconds on continen-
tal inputs, supporting real-time traffic and personalized cost
functions. Moreover, CRP supports realistic turn costs with
little overhead and is robust to cost function changes.

We show how CRP can handle POI queries efficiently and
robustly, with various trade-offs between indexing effort and
query times. With an index, CRP finds the closest POI as
fast as the best hierarchical methods, with much lower space
overhead; it is still practical even without an index. We also
present a CRP-based method to find the best via node on
continental networks with tens of thousands of candidate
POIs. CRP can update the cost function in seconds (com-
pared to hours for hierarchical methods), making ours the
only practical solution for many dynamic scenarios.

For additional details, see the full version [8] of this article.

2. PRELIMINARIES
We model a road network as a directed graph G = (V,A),

where each vertex v ∈ V represents an intersection and each
arc (v, w) ∈ A a road segment. A metric (or cost function)
` : A→ N maps each arc to a positive length (or cost) and
associates a turn table Tv to each vertex v; Tv[i, j] is the cost
of turning from the i-th incoming to the j-th outgoing arc.

In the point-to-point shortest path problem, we must find
the length dist(s, t) of the cheapest path from a source s to
a target t, considering both arc and turn costs; s and t are
points located anywhere along the arcs. This can be solved
by Dijkstra’s algorithm [16], which scans vertices in increas-
ing order of distance from s and stops when t is processed.

Let P be the set of all POIs available, where each POI
p ∈ P is a location along an arc. In the k-closest POI



problem, given a source s we must compute the k POIs pi ∈
P minimizing dist(s, pi). In the k-best via POI problem,
given a source s and a target t, we must compute the k
POIs pi ∈ P minimizing dist(s, pi) + dist(pi, t).

We solve these problems in up to four phases: (1) metric-
independent preprocessing (which takes as input the graph
topology); (2) metric customization (which processes the
cost function); (3) selection or indexing (which processes
the set P of candidate POIs) and (4) query (which takes
a source/target and computes the best POIs in P). Each
phase may take the output of previous phases as an input.
A problem may be static (the cost function is known in ad-
vance) or dynamic (costs may change to account for traffic
or user preferences). Orthogonally, it may be offline (if P is
known in advance, as in store locators found in some web-
sites) or online (with P set at query time, as when a search
engine finds businesses matching a given keyword).

While most recent work [1, 6, 10] has focused on the static
offline version, we provide a wider range of solutions. Our
algorithms focus on the selection and query phases, and rely
on CRP for fast customization. CRP computes point-to-
point shortest paths in three phases.

The CRP preprocessing phase partitions the graph into
cells at multiple levels and defines the topology of the overlay
graph. A partition of V is a family C of sets Ci ⊆ V such that
each v ∈ V is in exactly one cell Ci. An arc with endpoints
in different cells is a boundary arc; its endpoints are boundary
vertices. A boundary vertex v ∈ C can be an entry point (if
there is an arc (u, v) with u 6∈ C) or an exit point (if there is
an arc (v, w) with w 6∈ C). A multilevel partition of V of L
levels is a family of partitions {C0, C1, . . . , CL, CL+1}, where
C0 consists of singletons and CL+1 = {V }. CRP uses nested
multilevel partitions: each cell on level l ≤ L is contained
within a cell (a supercell) on level l+ 1. The overlay for cell
C is the complete bipartite graph with directed shortcuts
between each entry and exit point of C. The level-l overlay
is the union of all cell overlays and boundary arcs on level l.

During customization, CRP takes the cost function as in-
put and computes the length of each shortcut (p, q) within
every cell C, representing the shortest p–q path restricted
to C. Cells are processed bottom-up using contraction or
standard shortest-path algorithms [9].

Finally, a point-to-point CRP s–t query runs multilevel
Dijkstra (MLD), i.e., bidirectional Dijkstra on the overlay
graph, but only entering cells containing either s or t.

3. ONLINE QUERIES
We generalize CRP beyond the point-to-point problem,

to the one-to-many, k-closest POIs, and k best via POIs
problems. This section considers the online setting, where
the available POIs are revealed at query time.

We first introduce a general framework to analyze elab-
orate queries. Consider an abstract setting in which each
nontrivial cell (on level 1 or higher) is labeled either safe or
unsafe. (Level-0 cells—individual vertices—are always safe.)
We say a safety assignment is valid if no unsafe cell has a
safe supercell (all ancestors of an unsafe cell are unsafe). A
cell is active if it is safe but has an unsafe supercell. A vertex
is active if it is a boundary vertex of an active cell, and an
arc is active if both of its endpoints are active. The active
graph consists of all active vertices and arcs. Note that each
vertex in G belongs to exactly one active cell, and that the
active graph preserves the distances between active vertices.

A generalized MLD search consists of running Dijkstra’s
algorithm on the active graph; it finds the distances from the
source to all active vertices. An s–t point-to-point query is
just a generalized MLD search with the nontrivial cells (i.e.,
those on levels > 0) that contain s and t marked as unsafe.

More generally, in the one-to-many problem we are given
a source s and a set of POIs P, and must compute the
distance from s to all vertices in P. To solve it, we first
mark nontrivial cells containing POIs (or s) as unsafe (dur-
ing a selection phase), then run generalized MLD from s. It
only descends into (enters) cells that contain POIs, and uses
shortcuts to skip other cells. Since both s and P are active,
this automatic descent strategy is correct. On L levels and
|C| cells, selection takes O(min{L|P|, |P| + |C|}) time, or a
few milliseconds in practice (fast enough for online queries).
For fixed |P|, queries are faster when POIs are close to-
gether, since large areas can be skipped. Moreover, queries
have little overhead compared to Dijkstra.

To find k-closest POIs, we run a one-to-many query and
pick the k POIs with the smallest distances. We can stop as
soon as we scan the k-th POI.

Similarly, we can find k-best via POIs with two one-to-
many queries (from s and into t), which allows us to compute
dist(s, pi) + dist(pi, t) for every pi ∈ P. For efficiency, we
run both searches at once (alternating by radius), and stop
when the radii of both searches exceed the length of the k-
th best path found so far. Note that this pruning technique
only works well when the via paths themselves are short.

4. INDEX-BASED APPROACHES
Relative to online methods, index-based approaches pro-

vide a different trade-off: faster queries, but worse selection
time and space. They precompute (at selection time), for
every cell with a POI, the information the automatic de-
scent approach would learn at query time. This information
(the index) is then stored with arcs or vertices of the cell,
allowing it to be skipped during queries. Such a query visits
about as many vertices as a point-to-point query, for any P.

4.1 Single-Source Indexing
We first consider how single-source indexing can acceler-

ate the k-closest POI problem. We index a cell C by associ-
ating with each entry point v of C a bucket B(v) containing
the up to k POIs pi ∈ P located in cell C that minimize
dist(v, pi), together with the distances themselves.

With this index in place, a k-closest POI query first marks
the cells containing the source s as unsafe, then runs a mod-
ified forward generalized MLD search from s. It keeps a list
L (initially empty) with the best k POIs found so far. Before
scanning a vertex v, we examine each entry (pi, dist(v, pi))
in B(v). We add pi to L if dist(s, v) + dist(v, pi) is among
the lowest k distances seen so far. We stop when the search
radius exceeds the k-th best distance in L.

We propose three approaches to compute the buckets dur-
ing selection. We consider the time to process a cell C con-
taining mC edges, pC POI arcs, and bC boundary vertices.
We index k POIs, with k ≤ pC (redefine k as pC otherwise).

With forward indexing, we run a forward search (restricted
to C) from each entry vertex, finding the distance to all POI
arcs within C and visiting O(bCmC) edges. (This is similar
to the customization phase of CRP.) Each search stops when
it visits k POIs. We process cells bottom-up, restricting the
search to arcs (and buckets) on the level below.



Table 1: Main results for finding POIs from a single location (|P| = 16384).
preprocess custom selection 4-closest all
space time space time space time #scan time #scan time

algorithm [MiB] [s] [MiB] [s] [MiB] [s] nodes [ms] nodes [ms]
Dijkstra — — — — — — 7096 1.95 29 297 531 13 367.92
RPHAST 1 519 8 170.1 — — 32.18 0.28 651 974 11.98 651 974 11.95
HL 64 396 11 652.3 — — — — — 7.26 — 7.23
BHL 64 396 11 652.3 — — 13.72 0.21 — 0.01 — 2.16
CRP no index 3 119 5 190.6 71.0 3.9 0.00 0.01 1 626 0.64 12 319 771 8 081.23
CRP reverse index 3 119 5 190.6 71.0 3.9 33.27 9.12 443 0.17 3 933 6.77
CRP bulk-4 index 3 119 5 190.6 71.0 3.9 5.73 2.20 443 0.17 — —

With reverse indexing, we run a backward MLD search
from each POI arc, adding its POIs to the buckets of the
entry points of all cells containing it, pruning the search at
the top-level cell. This visits O(pCmC) arcs in C.

The third (and fastest) approach is bulk indexing. It works
bottom up, running a single search for each POI cell C. Each
vertex v ∈ C keeps a label L(v) with a set of k pairs (pi, dist)
representing the k (tentatively) closest POIs reachable from
v. (Labels are initialized from the buckets on the level be-
low.) An entry in L(v) is stale if it was already present (with
the same distance) when v was last scanned, and fresh oth-
erwise. The algorithm keeps a heap of vertices, each with
priority given by the lowest-distance fresh entry in its label.
In each step, we pick the top vertex v from the heap. For
each incoming arc (u, v), we extend every entry of L(v) by
`(u, v); if any entry in L(u) improves, we update L(u) and
u’s entry in the heap. When the heap runs dry, the labels
of entry points correspond to the appropriate buckets.

This scans each vertex at O(k) times, since each scan
makes a fresh entry final. Each of the resulting O(kmC) arc
scans merges two sorted O(k)-sized arrays and causes a heap
operation; the total time per cell is thus O(k2mC logmC).

4.2 Double-Source Indexing
We now discuss how double-source indexing can accelerate

k-best via node queries. Here we associate a bucket B(v, w)
to each arc (v, w) (as opposed to vertex) in the graph. If
(v, w) is an original arc, B(v, w) has the POIs assigned to
it; if (v, w) is a shortcut for cell C, B(v, w) has the best k
POIs p within C for (v, w). The entry for p in B(v, w) also
has the length of the shortest v–p–w path restricted to C.

Given such an index, consider an s–t via POI query. First,
we mark the nontrivial cells containing s and t as unsafe then
run two MLD searches (from s and into t), alternating by
radius and keeping a set K of the best k via paths found so
far. To process a vertex v in the forward direction (the back-
ward case is similar), we examine its outgoing arcs, including
shortcuts. For arc (v, w), we first update w’s (forward) dis-
tance label using `(v, w). In addition, if w is already scanned
by the backward search, each POI in B(v, w) gives us a valid
via path; if it is shorter that the best known path, we up-
date K appropriately. We stop when the top values in both
priority queues are at least as large as all paths in K.

We now consider the selection (indexing) phase. For each
shortcut (v, w) in the overlay, it must build a bucket B(v, w)
with the k best v–w via points within (v, w)’s cell. One
approach is POI-based indexing. All buckets are initially
empty. We then process each POI arc (a, b) by running a
forward MLD search from b and a backward MLD search
from a, pruning both searches at the boundary of the top-
level cell containing (a, b). For each cell C that contains

(a, b), we consider all pairs (v, w) of entry and exit points in
C, adding (a, b) to B(v, w) with value distC(v, a) + `(a, b) +
distC(b, w). (Here distC is the distance restricted to C.)

A faster approach is level-based indexing. At level zero,
we initialize B(v, w) with all POIs on arc (v, w). We then
process non-trivial cells bottom-up. Let C be a cell at level
i ≥ 1, let N and X be its sets of entry and exit points, let R
be the set of all relevant level-(i − 1) arcs in C (those with
nonempty buckets), and let T and H be the sets of tail and
head vertices of R. We create (by running Bellman-Ford or
Dijkstra on the level below) two temporary distance tables,
from N to T and from H to X, then fill the |N |×|X| buckets
as follows. To fill B(v, w), we go over all arcs (a, b) ∈ R and
use B(a, b) to compute the lengths of the appropriate via
paths (taking distC(v, a) and distC(b, w) from the distance
tables), adding to B(v, w) those that are among the best k.

Double-source indexing has faster queries than automatic
descent, but worse selection time and space usage. A hybrid
approach (which also applies to single-source indexing) is to
index the lowest q levels and use automatic descent above.

5. RELATED WORK AND DISCUSSION
Popular approaches to the k-closest POI problem use spa-

tial data structures to filter relevant POIs [3, 4], but this of-
ten relies on approximations based on Euclidean distances,
which restricts our choice of cost functions. The fastest ex-
act solutions are instead based on hierarchical speedup tech-
niques for point-to-point queries, which are pruned versions
of bidirectional Dijkstra’s algorithm that visit only a few
hundred vertices on continental inputs. The search spaces
can be found at query time, as in contraction hierarchies
(CH) [11], or precomputed as labels, as in hub labels (HL) [2].

A bucket-based technique leverages hierarchical methods
to solve the one-to-many [15] and closest POI [10] problems.
Its selection stage adds each POI p to buckets associated
with the hubs (vertices) in p’s search space. Queries examine
the buckets linked to the hubs of the source s; each bucket
entry gives a candidate path to a nearby POI. The index we
introduced in Section 4.1 works similarly but, because CRP
uses nested partitions, we only need to add a POI p to the
buckets associated with the boundary vertices of the cells
that contain p, or less than 10% of the full search space.

Double-hub indexing [1] generalizes the bucket-based ap-
proach to the best via node problem by storing buckets with
pairs of vertices (the cross product the backward and for-
ward search spaces of each POI). We showed in Section 4.2
how to extend this to nested partitions. Since a POI must
only be indexed by the cells that contain it (and within each
level), we have much fewer bucket entries.

Another approach is to use RPHAST [6], a CH-based one-
to-many algorithm, as a building block for finding k-closest



Table 2: Main results for best via node with |P| = 16384.
k = 1 k = 4 k = 16

selection queries selection queries selection queries
space time #scan time space time #scan time space time #scan time

algorithm [MiB] [s] nodes [ms] [MiB] [s] nodes [ms] [MiB] [s] nodes [ms]
Dijkstra — — 36 634 115 19 177.65 — — 36 676 923 19 314.13 — — 36 901 721 19 701.12
RPHAST 64.39 0.56 1 307 518 23.95 64.39 0.56 1 307 518 23.96 64.39 0.56 1 307 518 23.99
HL — — — 18.10 — — — 18.20 — — — 18.23
BHL 631.97 65.22 — 1.23 933.69 66.45 — 1.37 1194.58 72.11 — 1.73
CRP no index 0.00 0.01 2 502 032 2 019.91 0.00 0.01 2 505 562 2 024.75 0.00 0.01 2 508 749 2 027.56
CRP level index 77.22 4.32 7 219 21.44 213.24 4.35 7 517 30.21 569.24 4.54 7 731 49.33

and k-best via POIs (although it cannot be pruned for local
queries). Finally, one can run point-to-point queries from s
(and t) to each POI, then pick the k best POIs among those.
With a fast algorithm (such as HL), this can be competitive.
Neither HL nor RPHAST supports fast customization.

6. EXPERIMENTS
Our code is written in C++ and compiled with Mi-

crosoft Visual C++ 2012. Our machine runs Windows
Server 2008 R2 and has 96 GiB of DDR3-1066 RAM and
two 6-core Intel Xeon X5680 3.33 GHz CPUs. All runs are
single-threaded. We use a benchmark instance (made avail-
able by PTV AG) representing the European road network
(with 18 M vertices and 42 M arcs); its cost function reflects
travel times with 100-second U-turn costs [5]. We generate
|P| = 16384 POIs by picking arcs at random.

We report the effort (space and time) spent on (metric-
independent) preprocessing, customization, and selection
(indexing). We average over 1 000 queries, with sources (and
targets) picked uniformly at random. We compare against
the fastest previous techniques [6]: RPHAST, HL with buck-
ets (BHL), and HL (point-to-point queries to all POIs). To
handle turns, these three algorithms operate on an expanded
graph (with 42 M vertices and 115 M edges) [9]. CRP works
with turns directly and uses 5 levels with maximum cell sizes
28, 211, 214, 217, and 220 (for non-indexed via queries, we
add a bottom level with 24). Customization uses contraction
for lower levels and Bellman-Ford for upper levels [9].

Table 1 considers the k-closest POI problem with k = 4
and k = |P| (one-to-many). We test CRP variants with no
index, reverse indexing, and bulk indexing (for k = 4). CRP
finds the 4 closest POIs in less than a millisecond even with-
out indexing, and is faster than HL or RPHAST (but not
BHL). Only CRP can handle metric updates quickly, with
customization in less than 4 seconds; its memory footprint
is small as well. Dijkstra’s algorithm is too slow for k = |P|,
and only practical for k = 4 because POIs are random (a
skewed POI distribution [8] would make it visit most of the
graph). For k = |P|, indexing reduces the CRP query from 8
seconds to well below 10 ms. RPHAST and HL take roughly
the same time for any k, while BHL is faster for small k.

Table 2 considers the computation of k = 1, 4, 16 best via
paths. Non-index CRP queries are not practical, since (like
Dijkstra) they lack a good stopping criterion. RPHAST,
HL, and BHL have fast queries, but do not support fast
metric updates; CRP does, and its queries are fast enough.

To sum up, indexed CRP is fast enough for both query
types, but forgoing an index is only practical for closest
POIs. Building indices is faster than customization. Unlike
previous approaches, we support traffic updates and person-
alized cost functions on continental road networks.
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